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Serving chefs 
and shoppers from 
near and far
By Natalie Hammer Noblitt

his wife Diana. “After World War II, the restaurant business 
boomed in LA and Surfas grew. I’ve worked in the business 
created by my father, Gerald Surfas, all my life.”

In the early ’90s Surfas began selling some cash-and-carry items 
to the public in a location close to where the store resides today. 
Many of his restaurant customers purchased food and supplies 
from Van Rex Gourmet Foods, a local store and distributor to the 
foodservice industry. Chefs would mention they stopped at Van 
Rex when they came to Surfas, sparking an idea to create a one-
stop solution. “I wanted to get into the gourmet food business,” Les 
says, “But I didn’t know where to start. Frankly, my first experience 
with cash-and-carry didn’t go as well as I hoped.”

The Surfases were friends with the owners of Van Rex and 
approached them with the idea to join the Culver City location, 
but the timing wasn’t right for the busy food distributor. All that 
changed when the area was hit by a destructive force of nature. 
By the time the 1994 Northridge earthquake shook the city, the 
Surfas family had passionately been serving the area’s restaurant 

ometimes it takes major seismic activity to shake 
up a business and lead it in a new direction. 
Th at’s part of what pushed Surfas Culinary 
District, a family-owned and operated business 
in Los Angeles since 1937, to become a culinary 
hub that now serves everyone from chefs to 
celebrities to food lovers. Today’s 18,000-square-

foot store and headquarters in LA is one of three locations, with 
another similarly sized store in Costa Mesa, Calif., in nearby 
Orange County, and a smaller outpost in Hot Springs, Ark. 

Many shoppers dub the LA store, located in the west side 
neighborhood of Culver City, a culinary paradise. What its 
current patrons might not know is that it grew from humble 
beginnings in an abandoned garage. Originally, Surfas’ whole 
business focused on refrigeration and repair for commercial 
and restaurant customers. “This store (in Culver City) is the 
fourth location we’ve occupied since my father began the 
business,” says Les Surfas, who co-owns the business with 

Surfas	Culinary	District

For the
Love of 

Food
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distribution business full-time. 
And because the Surfases were catering to chefs and serious 

food lovers, they didn’t feel the need to stock just anything, adds 
Diana. “We’ve never been a grocery store. We didn’t even have 
to sell food, because equipment had been the mainstay of the 
business. We started by only bringing in what we were excited 
about. That philosophy continues to this day.”

A large selection of quality olive oils and vinegars made up 
some of the first products Surfas offered, which was much more 
uncommon at the time. “We loved being able to introduce people 
to the complexity of olive oils from all over the world because it 
was so new. You just didn’t find a lot of olive oil in the grocery 
stores,” Diana says, pointing to a wall of oils and vinegars that 
now provides both high-quality domestic and international 
options alongside a case that offers fine cheese and charcuterie.

The Surfases knew they wanted to pursue their love of food 
and also take advantage of the changing culinary climate in LA, 
which was becoming much more sophisticated. 

community for more than a half century. While no one was 
happy to see the city of LA suffer great damage at the hands of 
the 6.7-magnitude quake, it brought about a set of events that 
would help shape the Surfases’ business into the three retail 
locations, commercial kitchen design center, event spaces and 
cafés it encompasses today. 

“When the earthquake hit, the Santa Monica Freeway collapsed 
just two blocks away from Van Rex and cut the business off from 
its customers and significantly damaged their location,” says Les. 
“The owner contacted me and said, ‘Do you still have room for 
us?’ I told him they could locate here and everything was done on 
a handshake. The arrangement we made helped us increase our 
cash-and-carry by triple what it had been, all in just six months.” 

Growing with Gourmet
Surfas grew sales during the Van Rex relocation by providing 
the gourmet food both restaurateurs and the public wanted, 
but soon the leadership at Van Rex was ready to go back to the 

At A Glance:

Founded: 1937 by Gerald Surfas

Owners: Les and Diana Surfas 

Location: Culver City, Calif., 
Costa Mesa, Calif., and Hot 
Springs, Ark.

Employees: approximately 
30 employees in each of 
the California stores and 
4 in Arkansas 

Website: www.surfasonline.com

Size: Each of the California 
stores is approximately 
18,000 square feet; 
the Arkansas store takes 
up about a quarter of a 
56,000 square foot historic 
building that contains event 
space and other businesses.

Phone: 310-559-4770 
(Culver City)
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“My wife was a big proponent of growing the retail 
business,” says Les. “About that same time I read a 
book on Bloomingdales. It told how the department 
store became a modern destination, much different 
from its beginnings. That inspired us to make changes, 
really listen to our customers and work to make this 
a place people who were serious about food would 
travel to for all their cooking needs.”

And while Les still had doubts whether the retail 
business could keep growing, he was pleasantly 
surprised by the first Christmas the store stood 
apart from the Van Rex business. Lines of eager 
shoppers who wanted the best ingredients for holiday 
entertaining and gifts were out the door.

“The world of retail was completely foreign to us when 
we opened our doors to the general public in the mid-
’90s,” says Diana. “The founder of Surfas, Les’ father, was 
adamantly opposed to this change. He felt the chefs and 
caterers would be insulted by shopping alongside home 
cooks.” But soon Les and Diana realized that quite the 
opposite was true. The chefs were excited to help serious 
home cooks. Another surprise was how knowledgeable 
these home food enthusiasts were, she adds. “Over the 
years we have had Surfas customers open their own 
bakeries and catering companies that were developed 
from ideas generated on our sales floor.”

“I think one of the reasons we’ve been successful 
is because Diana and I share a love of food, but we 
weren’t trained to be gourmet,” adds Les. “We knew 
what we liked, listened to what our shoppers requested 
and built our offerings from there.”

Opening to the public also 
required some education for 
shoppers. “We had to show 
customers that we (weren’t) a kitchen 
store for cheap gadgets or unproven 
products; most of all we wouldn’t be 
a grocery store,” says Diana. 

Rooted in Restaurants
The expansive warehouse space 
Surfas occupies provides enough 
room for the large equipment 
needed for foodservice operators, 
as well as the specialty food and 
cookware they desire. Surfas 
still specializes in completing 
commercial kitchen design and 
installation projects all over the 
U.S., requiring employees in each 
store to specialize in this field. 
Commercial projects, from design 

concept to installation, are personally supervised by 
Les through the corporate office in Culver City. 

The LA store moved to its current building in 2005. 
The lot has a uniquely Hollywood history, having 
served as a site for silent-movie era filming and also as 
home to the Cotton Club, with Culver City historians 
noting that neighborhood resident Louis Armstrong 
played jazz there often.

The Hollywood connection continues, as private 
chefs for many local celebrities stop by to plan 
menus. Les says Martha Stewart recently came in to 
scout items for her new cooking show in production 
nearby. When celebrities like Gwen Stefani come to 
shop, Surfas stands firm on its no-paparazzi policy. 
Photographers must wait outside and give everyone 
space to enjoy their shopping experience, he says. 

Although chefs and home cooks find fair prices for 
hard-to-find ingredients, the store’s offering are not 
necessarily inexpensive. Surfas is proud to sell jamón 
Ibérico hand sliced off the bone by trained staff at $185 
a pound. The cheese case, which remains a focal point 
of the store, recently added a counter with seating 
where visitors can enjoy pairings of wine and cheese 
or cured meats. The menu encourages shoppers to 
purchase their favorite combinations to take home. 

Success with Store Branding
One way the store continues to offer competitive 
prices on many items is by cultivating its own private-
label brands of bulk, non-irradiated spices and blends, 
a wide variety of ingredients and decorating supplies, 

p Surfas Culinary District began selling 
high quality extra virgin olive oils and 
vinegars in the mid ’90s. 

t Surfas is known for its in-store events, 
hosting more than 20 classes a month at 
each location.
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paper goods for cooking and entertaining, and more. 
The private-label offerings make up about 2,000 SKUs 
in the store. Sometimes that means buying in bulk, 
like with high-end chocolates, and breaking down 
the quantities to a size manageable for shoppers. 
The kitchen makes fresh pasta that is sold in the 
refrigerated cases. A new line of private-label cocktail 
syrups and ingredients also gives fresh options like 
Rosemary Vanilla Syrup alongside popular brands. 

“The syrups line was developed by our staff with 
a local mixologist,” says Diana. “And while they are 
fantastic for making drinks, we also include recipes 
on every bottle. The Rosemary Vanilla can be used to 
make easy and flavorful glazed carrots. You don’t have 
to be a chef to make something that tastes delicious. 
That’s what we want to provide for our customers.”

Although Surfas has sold online in the past, the 
store’s website hasn’t offered anything for purchase 
during the past couple of years. All of that will change 
before the 2016 holiday season, as a new website 
launches where shoppers can purchase all of the store’s 
private-label offerings. Les says they won’t sell other 
brands on the site because too many online options 
already exist. The idea is to provide customers with 
something they can’t find anywhere else, he says.

The Costa Mesa location opened in 2013, taking 
many cues from the LA store, including being similar 
in size and offerings. It includes a Café Surfas and test 
kitchen, and the trellis-like beams of the Culver City 
shop were even replicated to give it the same restored-
industrial charm, Diana says. 

She is originally from Hot 
Springs, Ark., and the couple 
visits regularly. They purchased a 
1920 Hamp Williams building to 
house a fulfillment distribution 
center for e-commerce, but it was 
never used for that purpose. The 
location, where the store takes up 
less than a quarter of its 56,000 
square feet, will now get its 
chance to help with online sales, 
serving as the distribution center 
for the Surfas website sales of 
private-label products. 

“About the time we finished 
the historical renovation and 
placed the building on the 
National Registry of Historic 
Places, we were facing the 
economic downturn of 2008,” says 
Diana. “We run our Hot Springs, 

Ark., location much the same as our stores are run 
in California  — and Surfas is the only fully stocked 
restaurant supply, equipment and smallwares store in 
the area.”

Anything but Typical
In addition to gourmet food, shoppers will also 
find kitchen prep items. Many specialties are also 
available in foodservice quantities. More than 12,000 
items are in stock and ready for browsing, including 
commercial-grade cookware, bakeware, chocolate 
molds, flatware, china, gadgets, glassware, serving 
pieces, large food storage containers, paper goods and 
anything a home cook or pro might need, including 
cupcake papers or Chinese take-out boxes in a variety 
of colors and sizes. 

“People come in looking for cookware names that 
they recognize, but what we offer is the cookware 
that a chef would really use in a restaurant,” Les says, 
showing off a Vollrath set of stainless steel plans. 
“These are pieces that really perform but are not what 
you find at a store selling high-end kitchenware.” 

The Main Event
The showroom’s large test kitchen was orginally used 
as the space where chefs could test the equipment. 
It grew into a very active part of the store, hosting 
everything from cooking classes to simple demos and 
even pop-up restaurants. Corporate events and team-
building activities revolving around cooking remain 
popular, along with classes and camps designed for 

p Frank Casares, who has worked for 
Surfas for more than 20 years, oversees 
management of the California retail stores. 

t Cheesemonger Melissa Brown cuts 
Pecorino Fiore Sardo cheese to order.
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children. Because of its LA location, the main store’s 
test kitchen has also become a spot for production 
companies to use for filming. A recent event at the 
store, designed to draw in the public with reasonably 
priced admission, invited local brew masters to share 
their creations and show patrons how to pair them 
with outstanding cheeses. Les says they plan to keep 
growing their events calendar and trying new formats. 

A fantastic staff, one Surfas describes as 30 years 
in the making, helps the store stand out, he says. The 
team’s dedication provides a wealth of knowledge for 
both seasoned chefs and those just getting started in 
the kitchen. “We are lucky to have many long-time 
employees who have been with us for 10 years or 
more,” he says.

That’s not to say that staffing is always easy for 
the three locations. “We continue to be faced with 
difficulty in hiring staff who are able to provide 
excellent customer service-based on solid knowledge,” 
Diana adds. “Many times our staff are employed by us 
while they are in culinary training. They may work for 
us a short time before entering a professional position 
in a kitchen. We are happy to say that while they move 
on, they then become our customers.”

One of the long-term employees is Frank Casares, 
Surfas’ vice president and general manager for the 
California locations; he has been with the business 
for more than 20 years. Casares says his mother, an 
employee of Van Rex, encouraged his love of food 
and connected him with Surfas. He feels lucky to 
have a made a connection to an industry he loves 

so early in life. “I’ve seen the 
business grow and change and 
it has been wonderful,” he says. 
“We serve well-known chefs but 
also event planners, caterers and 
even neighborhood shoppers. 
People come from all over to shop 
at Surfas, but we also have our 
regular customers we see often.”

The Surfases work with each 
store manager on marketing, Diana 
says, with some marketing efforts 
directed specifically to local store 
customers while other marketing 
is conceived as company outreach 
to all customers. “Each location 
has its own customer outreach 
with a presence on social media, 
however, we encourage the sharing 
of information among our stores,” 
says Diana. “You may see the same 

event on social media being held in different stores, 
although likely on different dates.” 

Each store location’s test kitchen has its own 
manager and staff who create classes, events and 
recipes. “The stores’ customers have different 
interests and the test kitchen managers have different 
backgrounds and expertise,” says Diana. “Our Costa 
Mesa test kitchen manager has recently joined a 
master pickling and fermentation program and would 
love to share her knowledge on pickling and the 
benefits of preserving food at its peak.”

Les and Diana are still involved in the day-to-day 
operations of the business but do plan to retire or take 
a step back in the next few years. While no formal 
succession plan has been set in place, Les says it’s likely 
they will sell or find a way to keep the staff intact, with 
Casares at the helm of the business. Their two children 
have no intentions to take over the stores. 

The owners pride themselves on the fact that the 
operation isn’t too slick or corporate feeling, and 
Diana says she laughs sometimes when she hears what 
people have to say about the stores. “I overheard a 
group at our Coast Mesa grand opening say, ‘What a 
fantastic concept and formula they’ve come up with 
here,’” she says. “We have never been a concept. We’ve 
grown by listening to our customers and building 
relationships with them. They know we are family 
owned and they can be honest with us about what 
they like or don’t like. We try to find the best for our 
shoppers, and our buyers know we don’t have to stock 
anything we don’t love.”  

 

p Raymen Mayorga stocks some of  
the store-brand spices. Surfas offers more 
than 2,000 private-label SKUs. 

t The store stocks professional  
kitchen-prep items and serveware.


